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Abstract

in designing the update of the Management Plan of the site “Syracuse and 
the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica”, drafted and presented in 2004, the ret-
rospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value of 2015 has been con-
sidered as a fundamental premise.
Basic references for the drafting of the new contents, which are closely re-
lated to a constant evaluation of the results achieved by the management 
of the Site in the time that has elapsed since its nomination up to present, 
are therefore the indications offered by both international and national leg-
islation.
therefore, the basis of this document are, in addition to the 1972 Conven-
tion Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural heritage, 
other UNESCO documents, namely:
•	the	“Budapest	Declaration	on	World	Heritage”	(2002)
•	the	“Vienna	Memorandum”	(2005)
•	the	“Recommendation	on	the	Historic	Urban	Landscape”	(2011)
•	a	further	important	reference	is	the	“Faro	Convention”	(2005)	of	the	Coun-

cil of Europe, which emphasises the value of cultural heritage for society, 
that is to say the set of values that constitute the identity of a local com-
munity so that individual and collective responsibility for an active com-
munity participation is recognised.

the editorial staff of this Management Plan update has also taken into ac-
count the results of the last “Periodic report for Europe” (2014) in which 
UNESCO stresses the importance of spreading knowledge over the values 
and key processes of the 1972 Convention both among the authorities and 
within local communities, insisting on the need to involve the latter in the 
management of the sites through actions that encourage them to be proud 
of and take care of them. the Plan, besides, takes into account the debate 
with the UNESCO Office of the Ministry of Cultural heritage and Activities 
and tourism.
the articulation of the 2020 Management Plan starts from a careful assess-
ment of the main criticalities, still enduring, and from the identification and 
selection of projects and actions able to answer them, also following the 
precious and fundamental remarks of experts and institutions gathered 
during the meetings with the local stakeholders. the new Management 

Methodological Note
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Plan is the result of a multi-phase process. Each phase corresponds to a 
section of this document. 
in Part One, the site is described according to the different territorial set-
tings of the core zone and the buffer zone. At the same time, it helps to 
provide a framework for the descriptive aspects of the site, showing the in-
scription criteria and the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, includ-
ing the retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value currently 
under review and the 2011 “retrospective inventory”.
Next, the state of the art of the site is described; in light of the carried out 
analyses, including those related to the territorial context, the work of data 
collection, sharing and participation, the proposals for intervention and the 
long, medium and short term project actions, considered necessary for the 
protection and sustainable enhancement of the site, have been identified.
Strategies were defined, aimed primarily at protecting the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the site, the individual cultural assets included in it and 
other specific resources of the territory. Action Plans represent a funda-
mental element for the coordination of actions and for interventions of the 
bodies responsible of the site; they are articulated into feasible and imple-
mentable projects on the basis of the financial resources that will become 
progressively available.
in this way, the modalities necessary to deal with the emergencies high-
lighted in the 2014 Periodic report and resulting from the analysis and 
evaluation of the current state of knowledge and conservation of the site 
were clarified.
finally, the Monitoring Plan was studied and defined. it will allow to carry 
out a control process through the evaluation of a series of result indicators, 
articulated on a double level: the first one related to the control of the state 
of conservation of the site, the other one related to the implementation of 
the planned actions.
At the basis of all this, a new system of shared and participatory govern-
ance has been designed, which will be able, in the medium term, to initiate 
and implement the Action Plans and the related monitoring system.
 



PART ONE
The Story of the UNESCO Site 
SYRACUSE AND THE ROCKY NECROPOLIS 
OF PANTALICA
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1. The Story of the UNESCO Site 
     “Syracuse and the Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica” 

1. Perimeter and Location

in July 2005, during the 29th annual session of the World heritage Commit-
tee in durban, South Africa (10-17 July 2005), the 40th italian site “Syracuse 
and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica” was added to the World heritage 
list.
the site consists of two different parts containing artefacts covering a time 
span from the Bronze Age to the Byzantine Era:
1) the Necropolis of Pantalica, located near open stone quarries, which 

contains over 5,000 tombs cut into the rock, most of them dating back to 
the period from the 13th to the 7th century BC. the Necropolis also con-
tains evidence of the Byzantine Era, as well as the remains of the Anakto-
ron, the so-called Prince’s Palace, a structure whose initial phase dates 
back to the Bronze Age, but which also presents Byzantine changes.

2) the second part, on the other hand, is Ancient Syracuse, which also in-
cludes Ortygia, the first nucleus of the city founded by Greek colonists 
arrived from Corinth in the 8th century BC. Ancient Syracuse is a unique 
testimony to the development of Mediterranean civilization over three 
millennia. 

idENtifiCAtiON Of thE SitE
Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica 

COUNtry
italy

StAtE, PrOViNCE Or rEGiON
- region of Sicily
- Province of Syracuse
- Municipality of Syracuse
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- Municipality of Sortino
- Municipality of Cassaro
- Municipality of ferla

 

Table 1. Area of the inscribed site and of the relative buffer zones.
Source:  https://whc.UNESCO.org/en/list/1200/multiple=1&unique_number=1377 

 Inscribed Cultural Assets  Municipalities Where  Geographical Coordinates Core zone Buffer zone
   Core and/or Buffer (Reference System  
   Zones Fall Within WGS84) (ha) (ha) 

 1200-001 Necropolis Sortino N37 8 30.00 205,86 3.699,7
   of Pantalica Cassaro E15 1 42.00
   Ferla 

 1200-002 Area of Epipolae, Syracuse N37 5 45.00 635,96 874,45
  Achradina, Tyche,   E15 13 30.00
  Neapolis, 
  Castello Eurialo, 
  Scala Greca and the 
  Dionysian fortifications

 1200-003 Ortygia Syracuse N37 3 34.00 56,64 945,25 
    E15 17 35.00

 Total core zone    898,46 

 Total buffer zone     5.519,4

 Total                                    6.417,86 ha 
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NECrOPOliS Of PANtAliCA

the core zone
the  Necropolis of Pantalica is a rocky outcrop located 40 km away from 
Syracuse that contains over 5,000 tombs cut into the rock near open stone 
quarries. the tombs are spread along a spur over 1,200 m north-east to 
south-west and 500 m north-west to south-east and most date from the 
13th to 7th centuries BC. 
Associated with the tombs are the remains of dwellings dating from the 
period of Greek colonisation and other vestiges of the Byzantine, notably 
the foundations of the Anaktoron (Prince’s Palace).
the inscribed cultural asset, for the part concerning the Necropolis of Pan-
talica, corresponds to the archaeological areas that contain the clearest and 
most important traces, and is all within the area subject to the restrictions 
established for the Natural Oriented reserve “Pantalica, Valle dell’Anapo 
e torrente Cava Grande” (Pantalica, Anapo Valley and Cava Grande Creek), 
as well as the restrictions that protect archaeological sites (pursuant to art. 
10, d.lgs. No. 42/04).

the buffer zone
the buffer zone of the core zone “Necropolis of Pantalica” coincides with 
the area of the Natural Oriented reserve “Pantalica, Valle dell’Anapo e tor-
rente Cava Grande” (established by decreto No. 482/44 of 25/07/1997 of 
the Assessore territorio e Ambiente - Assessor for territory and Environ-
ment). this buffer zone covers the territories of the municipalities of: Sorti-
no, Cassaro, ferla.
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1. the extent of the buffer zone area does 
not include the core zone area.
it should be noted that a topographical 
correction of the perimeter has been made 
on the basis of the most up-to-date and 
accurate digital maps, consistent with the 
aerial parameters referred to the buffer 

zone approved by UNESCO and with the real 
extension of the Natural Oriented reserve. 
As a result, the maps in this Management 
Plan also identify - within the Necropolis of 
Pantalica buffer zone - the Municipalities of 
Buscemi and Palazzolo Acreide, which were 
not highlighted in the official nomination 

and inscription documents. this difference 
will be reported to UNESCO by the 
managing body of the site and a special 
document will be drawn up to redefine 
the administrative boundaries of the site 
in relation to the Necropolis of Pantalica 
buffer zone. 

Fig. 1. . Necropolis of Pantalica: core zone and buffer zone (scale 1:10,000)1 
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SyrACUSE ArEA Of EPiPOlAE, AChrAdiNA, tyChE, NEAPOliS, EUryAlUS 
CAStlE, SCAlA GrECA ANd thE diONySiAN fOrtifiCAtiONS 

Core zone (ha): 635.96
Buffer zone (ha): 874.45
the inscribed area corresponds to a portion of the “Parco archeologico e 
paesaggistico di Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del tellaro e Akrai”, established in 
2019 to implement the l.r. No. 20 of 3/11/20002.

SyrACUSE OrtyGiA 
Core zone (ha): 56.64
Buffer zone (ha): 945.25

in the case of the nucleus of Ortygia (id-1200-003), the core zone corre-
sponds to the entire island of Ortygia, subject to the special protection law 
issued in 1976 by the region of Sicily and entitled “legge di protezione dei 
centri storici e norme speciali per l’area di Ortigia e il centro storico di Agri-
gento” (law for the protection of historic centres and special rules for the 
area of Ortygia and the historic centre of Agrigento).

total area of the buffer zones3 (ha): 1,819.7
resident population in the buffer zones (res.): 39,399

the perimeters of the two buffer zones (one relating to the “Area of Epipo-
lae, Achradina, tyche, Neapolis, Euryalus Castle, Scala Greca and the dio-
nysian fortifications” and the other relating to “Ortygia”) are contiguous 
and include:
•	a	portion	of	zones	A	(a	part	close	to	the	Epipolae	nucleus	and	a	part	re-

lated to the Santa lucia area along the coast), A2 (roman Gymnasium), 
B and a portion of zone C of the “Parco archeologico e paesaggistico di 
Siracusa, Eloro e Villa del tellaro”, belonging to the territory of the Munic-
ipality of Syracuse

•	a	 portion	 of	 the	 Zona	 Territoriale	 Omogenea	 (Homogeneous	 Territorial	
Zone)	“B”	of	the	Piano	Regolatore	Generale	(General	Urban	Plan)	of	the	
Municipality of Syracuse 

2. With reference to the areas of the 
Catacombs of St. John’s Basilica, St. lucia 
al Sepolcro and “Vigna Cassia”, it should 
be noted that the perimeters for these 
areas, shown on a scale of 1:2,000 in the 
graphic works, are consistent with the 
perimeter indications on a scale of 1:10,000 
in the documents drawn up during the 
nomination phase.

it should be noted that, during the 
nomination phase, the above-mentioned 
inscribed areas, although identified in the 
territorial framework of the UNESCO map 
created on a scale of 1:10,000, presumably 
due to a material error, were not included 
in the urban-scale plan (scale 1:2,000); 
see pp. 2, 14 of the document available on 
the UNESCO website at the following link: 

https:// whc.UNESCO.org/en/list/1200/ 
multiplE=1&UniQUENUMBEr=1377.
3. the extent of the buffer zone area does 
not include the core zone area.
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•	the	Porto	Grande	(Large	Port)	and	the	Porto	Piccolo	(Small	Port)	areas	
•	part	of	the	urban	fabric	of	the	19th	century	(Umbertina	Area)	and	of	the	

20th century
•	a	portion	of	the	Special	Protection	Area	“Saline	di	Siracusa	e	Fiume	Ci-

ane” (Syracuse salt flats and Ciane river).

Moreover, a part of these buffer zones falls within a portion of the Special 
Protection	Area	SIC-ZPS	“Saline	di	Siracusa	e	Fiume	Ciane”,	which	is	part	
of the local landscape “Pl09 - Bassa Valle dell’Anapo” (Anapo lower Val-
ley) according to the “Piano Paesaggistico d’ambito Provinciale” (Provin-
cial landscape Plan), and is protected pursuant to art. 142, letter f of the 
Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio (Code of Cultural heritage and 
landscape) as a regional reserve.

 
Fig. 2. Syracuse: core zone and buffer zone (scale 1:10,000) 
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4. World Heritage Committee, Decision: 
34 COM 10B.3 Progress Report on Periodic 
Reporting in Europe and North America, 
available at: https://whc.UNESCO.org/en/
decisions/3973/.

5. World Heritage Committee, Decision 
WHC-15/39.COM/8E.Rev, p. 69. Document 
available at the link: https://whc.UNESCO. 
org/archivE/2015/WhC15-39com-8Erev-en. 
pdf

2. 2014 Retrospective Outstanding Universal Value

in 2014, the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value of the site was re-
vised and updated in accordance with the new format planned and based 
on the document “decision 34 COM 10B.3 of the World heritage Committee 
– 2007”4 as well as annotations from the advisory bodies iCOMOS, iCCrOM 
and iUCN.
in 2015, the World heritage Committee, during its 39th session, examined 
document WhC-15/39.COM/8E.rev and adopted the retrospective OUV, ac-
cepting the new OUV of the UNESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky Necropo-
lis of Pantalica”5. Below is the official text of the retrospective Outstanding 
Universal Value.

Retrospective Outstanding Universal Value (2015) 

Brief Description
the site of Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica on the Mediterranean coast of south-eastern Sicily 
consists of two separate elements, the historic town of ancient Syracuse and the Necropolis of Pantalica. to-
gether these two components form a unique cultural record that bears a remarkable testimony to Mediterrane-
an cultures from the time of the Ancient Greece. 
the historic town of ancient Syracuse consists of Ortygia, the historic centre of the city, and today an island 
that has been inhabited for around 3000 years, and the archaeological area of the Neapolis. Syracuse, the 
second Greek colony in Sicily, was founded by the Corinthians in 743 Ad and described by Cicero as ‘the great-
est Greek city and the most beautiful of all’. Syracuse or ‘Pentapolis’ was constructed in five parts, still visible 
today, of which Ortygia is the base of all urbanistic and architectonic developments of successive eras. 
this area of the property contains traces of the temple of Apollo made in doric style and the most ancient 
in western Greece (6th century B.C.E.), and the temple of Athena, erected for the victory of Gelon over the 
Carthaginians in 480 Ad, re-used as a church from 6th century C.E. and rebuilt as a Baroque cathedral, in the 
late 17th century. the Neapolis contains the archaeological remains of sanctuaries and impressive complexes, 
a theatre, the latomies, the so-called tomb of Archimedes and the amphitheatre. Many structures attest to the 
continuing development of the city through roman times, from the Byzantines to the Bourbons, interspersed 
with the Arabo-Muslims, the Normans, frederick ii of the hohenstaufen dynasty (1197–1250), the Aragons and 
the kingdom of the two Sicilies.
the Necropolis of Pantalica is a rocky outcrop located 40 km away from Syracuse that contains over 5,000 
tombs cut into the rock near open stone quarries. the tombs are spread along a spur over 1,200 m north-east 
to south-west and 500 m north-west to south-east and most date from the 13th to 7th centuries BC. Associated 
with the tombs are the remains of dwellings dating from the period of Greek colonisation and other vestiges 
of the Byzantine, notably the foundations of the Anaktoron (Prince’s Palace). the cultural, architectural and 
artistic stratification evident in the Syracuse/Pantalica ensemble bears exceptional testimony to the history 
and cultural diversity of the Syracuse region over three millennia from the ancient Greek period to the Baroque.
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Criteria
Criterion (ii): Show an important interchange of human values, over a long period of time or within a cultural 
area of the world, on developments in the fields of architecture, technology, monumental arts, urban planning 
and landscape design. the ensemble of sites and monuments in Syracuse and Pantalica constitutes an ex-
traordinary testimony to Mediterranean cultures over the centuries.
Criterion (iii): represent a unique or at least outstanding testimony to a cultural tradition or civilisation that 
has existed or disappeared. the Syracuse/Pantalica ensemble offers, through its remarkable cultural diversity, 
outstanding evidence of the development of civilisations over three millennia.
Criterion (iv): Constitute an outstanding example of a building typology, architectural or technological ensem-
ble, or of a landscape, which illustrates one or more important phases in human history. the complex of mon-
uments and archaeological sites located in Syracuse (between the nucleus of Ortygia and the vestiges located 
throughout the urban area) is the best example of an outstanding architectural production that includes differ-
ent cultural influences (Greek, roman and Baroque).
Criterion (vi): Be directly or materially associated with events or living traditions, ideas or beliefs, artistic or 
literary works of outstanding universal significance.
Criterion (vii): Present outstanding natural phenomena or areas of outstanding natural beauty or aesthetic 
importance. Ancient Syracuse was directly linked to events, ideas and literary works of outstanding universal 
significance.

Integrity
the property of Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica includes all the essential elements that show 
the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. Each of the three core areas of the property has a substantial 
buffer zone. Although Syracuse was affected by urbanization and expansion in the second half of the 19th cen-
tury and even more so in modern times, most of the architectural and monumental developments and struc-
tures that date back to its greatest period of splendour are still intact today. All the new developments have 
taken place outside the recognized areas of historical and archaeological interest.
the most important buildings and structures of the historical centre and the archaeological area (theatre, Am-
phitheatre, Monumental Altar of hieron ii, cave of “Orecchio di dionisio”) are well preserved and the general 
state of conservation of the majority of the urban and building network has considerably improved due to the 
protection policies that have been implemented particularly in the last thirty years.
the core area of the Necropolis of Pantalica corresponds to the parts of the site that contain the most important 
and significant archaeological evidence. today this area is complete and each element of the rocky villages in 
the necropolis and in the landscape is perfectly intact and is in an excellent state of conservation.

Authenticity
the authenticity of Syracuse is evident in many of the city’s structures, which retain the same characteristics 
as during the late hellenistic period, while other buildings clearly reflect the history of successive cultures over 
three millennia. the original hellenistic system and the changes that occurred during the various historical pe-
riods have made it possible to clearly distinguish the evidence left in each age and how each culture operated 
and interacted with the pre-exiting ones.
All restoration works are preceded by meticulous and in-depth research, as well as historical and other sub-
ject analyses. they were carried out, as far as possible, maintaining the original characteristics, typologies, 
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building systems and original material according to the most advanced and shared international knowledge in 
the field of restoration of monuments, under the direct control of technicians and specialist personnel of the 
Superintendence of Environmental and Cultural Assets.
despite the fact that the tombs were plundered in different periods, the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica has a 
high level of authenticity due to its integrity, good level of conservation and absence of modern developments. 
it represents an extraordinary landscape as it was in a precise historical period without any significant varia-
tions in subsequent times.

Protection and Management Requirements 
the property is protected under the national provisions of the legislative decree 42/2004, Code of Cultural 
heritage and landscape, a safeguarding measure that ensures any activity on the site must be authorized by 
the relevant Superintendence of Environmental and Cultural Assets of Syracuse (peripheral office of the Cultur-
al heritage and Sicilian identity).the areas of the property declared by the State in the past and since 1975 by 
the Sicilian region of ‘archaeological interest’ and therefore largely expropriated and registered to the State, 
are subject to stricter rules for the protection and conservation. the areas registered to the State are managed 
by the Superintendence Service of Environmental and Cultural Assets of Syracuse.
the region has defined the surface and borders of the Archaeological Park of Syracuse, but this is not institut-
ed as an independent body yet. the Superintendence Service applies the Cultural heritage Code (legislative 
decree 42/2004) and assigns state-owned sites, and operates the tools of government land, protecting and 
enhancing areas. in addition, the region proposed a landscape territorial Plan that is pending approval. lo-
cally, the General Urban Plan of each municipality, in accordance with the requirements of higher-level tools, 
identifies the uses of non-state-owned areas and the manner and extent of urban transformation. the activities 
of the Superintendent are controlled by the regional directorate of the department of Cultural heritage.
the department of Cultural heritage of the Assessorato for Cultural heritage and Sicilian identity coordinates 
the actions within the vast territory, which includes the areas of the city of Syracuse and the Necropolis of 
Pantalica, through the Superintendence Service of Environmental and Cultural Assets of Syracuse. this Su-
perintendence is responsible for all activities involving the protection for emergency treatment, implementing 
archaeological research, restoration, enhancement as well as to ensure the use, protection and preservation of 
cultural heritage. Activities aimed to enhance, promote and protect the landscape are under the responsibility 
of the Superintendence Service. the Municipalities of Syracuse, Sortino, ferla and Cassaro have expertise in 
tourism promotion of the territory and on its roads, at a provincial level.
A Management Plan for the property has been prepared by the Superintendence Service with the involvement 
of the municipalities. the vision of the Management Plan is to safeguard the cultural heritage and to conserve 
the stratified urban fabric; to support traditional socio-economic interrelations and cultural production; to 
improve the quality of life, maintaining mixed uses, increasing security and hygiene, as well as to raise aware-
ness and understanding of heritage resources. Management of the property requires combining conservation 
processes with the needs of a living and evolving urban landscape.
the necropolis of Pantalica are located in a zone that is distant from all urban areas and industrial facilities, 
and there are few risks to the site. Syracuse on the other hand is located near a zone of large-scale industries 
and in a modern urban fabric. this means it is potentially subject to various kinds of risks such as air and noise 
pollution and illegal urban development.
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6. document Pr-C2-S2-1200-1.pdf, 
available at: https://whc.UNESCO.org/en/
list/1200/documents/

3. The present state of the site’s conservation

the adjourned Management Plan of “Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis 
of Pantalica” illustrates the evaluations of the site that were released dur-
ing the years since its nomination, in order to produce a preliminary re-
port about the actual state of the art of the site, before the description and 
evaluation of the conservation state of the site globally and in its single 
components.
the 2014 iCOMOS report  contains: a description of the site as a whole 
and its individual components; its history; the management and protection 
system in place to safeguard and protect the Outstanding Universal Value. 
Subsequently, the management system described in the application doc-
uments is evaluated as being of “very good quality”, as, in addition to the 
basic requirements for effective management and protection, it identifies 
a long-term action plan up to 2035 and an outline of planned works for the 
period 2004-2008.
iCOMOS recommended, for the future management of the site, to increase 
the vigilance of the site and to pay particular attention to the unoccupied 
buildings in Ortygia, identifying their requalification and refurbishing.
the later evaluation of the site, through the second cycle of the “Periodic 
reporting (2014)”6 addresses several issues, noting - and in some cases 
confirming - the following critical and positive aspects.
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Tab. 2. Critical points detected in the 2014 periodic reporting. 

the analysis of the current state of conservation of the UNESCO site “Syr-
acuse and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica”, by means of ad hoc surveys 
and verifications in the field, aimed at drafting the present document, has 
made it possible to identify the aspects described above and summarised 
below.

Presence of industrial areas

Air pollution

Pollution from waste management

risk of earthquake, tsunami or soil erosion

Partially implemented site management system 

few actions of the annual activity plan have been 
implemented

No involvement of the local community in the management, 
enhancement and protection of the site

inadequate budget for site management needs

Partial adequacy of infrastructures, personnel and facilities 
for site management needs

inadequate human resources available for promotion, 
education, visitor management, tourism, security

  2014 PERIODIC REPORTING

 CRITICAL POINTS  POSITIVE ASPECTS

Visitor infrastructures

Socio-cultural and religious use of heritage 

tourism impact

Potential economic benefits for local communities
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SyrACUSE
- emergencies due to location in urban areas
- lack of decorum in some urban contexts
- earthquakes

NEAPOliS
- spontaneous vegetation and weeds (latomies and hieron’s Altar)
- lack of surveillance staff (latomies)
- closure for safety (hieron’s Altar)
- exposure to atmospheric agents, often of violent nature
- illegal grazing (Scala Greca archaeological area)
- flooding (Ear of dionysus)
- deterioration of the rocks, which could be accelerated by atmospheric pollution of the driving rain and uncon-

trolled tourism pressure

PANtAliCA
- instability of environmental parameters (temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure)
- aggression of biological factors
- invasive vegetation with damage to rock surfaces and difficulty in accessing structures
- lack of control and non-compliance with prohibitions
- critical points of a geological nature mainly due to the characteristics of the rock mass and the morphology of 

the territory

EUryAlUS CAStlE ANd diONySiAN fOrtifiCAtiONS
- erosive phenomena

Table 3. Critical points identified
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lAtOMiES
- monitoring of structural failure

 GrEEk thEAtrE
- diagnostic monitoring and possible conservative restoration
- fruition protection procedures

hiErON’S AltAr
- securing
- diagnostic monitoring and possible conservative restoration

ArChAEOlOGiCAl ArEA Of NEAPOliS
- monitoring and intervention on masonry
- increased control of non-compliance with prohibitions

PANtAliCA
- monitoring the evolutionary processes of rocky slopes
- monitoring erosion phenomena

EUryAlUS CAStlE ANd diONySiAN fOrtifiCAtiONS
- a sustainable use compatible with the preservation of the integrity of the remains is required
- safety works, diagnostic monitoring and possible conservative restoration
- adaptation of the visit routes and removal of architectural barriers

Table 4. required interventions
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4.  Interventions Carried Out on the Site 

the protection and preservation measures carried out on World heritage 
monuments since their inscription in the Whl are listed below.

 

 
 

 Municipality Cultural Asset Intervention Total Fund Start of works Progress
        status 

 Syracuse  San Giovanni  restoration,  758.130 2007-2013 June 2014 Completed
  at the catacombs  consolidation   Erdf OP for Sicily  October 2015
  Complex works and    
   enhancement 
   of the complex

  Neapolis  recovery and 1.060.493 POin “Attrattori  September Completed
  Archaelogical enhancement   culturali, naturali 2014 August  2015
  Park works of the   e turismo” 
   roman Amphitheatre  (fESr) 2007- 2013 

  Neapolis  requalification 1.328.683 2014-2020 n.d. in progress
  Archaelogical works and    Culture and 
  Park functional   development
   enhancement of  OP - Erdf
   the archaeological 
   area

  torre dell’Aquila  restoration and 1.010.000 2007-2013 2012 Completed 
  Storage rooms museum set-up   Erdf OP for Sicily  May  2014
 
  San Giovannello  restoration and 1.451.781 2000-2006-Axes ii 2007 Completed
  former Church consolidation works  rOP Sicily   december 2009

  Piazza  Enhancement 1.291.142 lotto 2001/2003 June  2003 Completed
  duomo’s hypogea works     december  2004

  Church of  restoration and  n.d. 2007/2013 december  2012 Completed
  Santa Maria della  recovery  Erdf OP for Sicily  May  2014
  Concezione works  

  Maniace Castle Enhancement 275,124 POin “Attrattori June 2014 Completed 
  in Syracuse works  culturali, naturali   dicembre 2014
     e turismo” (fErS) 
     2007-2013 
 
  former convent  Extraordinary 540.000 Assessorato february  2012 Completed
  of S. Agostino  maintenance  regionale  december  2012
  in Syracuse  works  all’Economia  

  Montalto Palace restoration and  306.590 l. 433/91 March  2012 Conclusi
   consolidation     January  2013

  Church of  Extraordinary 19.199 fEC february  2013 Conclusi 
  Saint lucy  maintenance of    March  2014
  at the Sepulchre the apsidal conch 
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Table 5. table of carried out interventions

  Bellomo Gallery Ordinary and   178.339 regional funds n.d. Completed 
   extraordinary      July  2019
   maintenance 
   works 

  Bellomo Gallery Project to enhance  476.377 2014-2020 - Works in the 
   and improve   Erdf OP  process of being
   conditions and    awarded
   standards of use
 
  Paolo Orsi Museum functional   915.950 Erdf rOP n.d. Completed
   adaptation of  2000-2006   April  2010
   premises  Axes ii

  Paolo Orsi Museum Completion of the 992,328 2007-2013  n.d. n.d.
   museum exhibition  Erdf OP  
   route in the park    
   and outdoor spaces    

  Paolo Orsi Museum technological  487,127 2007-2013  n.d. n.d.
   adaptation  Erdf OP  
   of teaching    
   equipment    

  Paolo Orsi Museum Completion of 2,880,715 POiN “Attrattori n.d. n.d.
   requalification  culturali,  
   works  naturali e turismo”  

  Paolo Orsi Museum implementation of 420,618 2007-2013  n.d. n.d.
   the restoration   Erdf OP  
   laboratory and    
   photographic     
   cabinet    
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5. Risk Factors

in order to provide a detailed examination and a careful assessment of the 
current state of conservation and knowledge of the site, the following pro-
visions of anthropic, natural/environmental nature and/or related to the 
nature of the cultural asset are outlined. 

  RISK  BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ACTIONS NEEDED OR IN PLACE 
    CRITICAL POINTS AS A RESULT OF EXISTING INSTRUMENTS

Pressures from socio-economic 
development
risk of urban and landscape transforma-
tion

Environmental pressures
Anthropic risk

Air pollution

Critical points of geological nature
 

•	 Necropolis	 of	 Pantalica:	 the	 widespread	
anthropisation of the area surrounding the 
archaeological zone of Pantalica creates 
a series of environmental critical points, 
including the susceptibility to fire and the 
spread of invasive alien species, including 
the ailanthus (Ailanthus altissima). the 
spread of an African fountain Grass, (Pen-
nisetum setaceum) and the Nictaginacea, 
also African, is a similar problem. Along 
the river Anapo there are natural basins 
that are part of the protected environment 
both as a Natural reserve and as a Special 
Protection Area and Special Area of Con-
servation. in these basins, water slows 
down its course, while maintaining a regu-
lar turnover for its hydrodynamics. despite 
the fact that these are very fragile natural 
resources, in summer they are constant-
ly visited by local visitors who use them 
as swimming pools, thus modifying their 
natural conditions and interfering with the 
ecological system

•	 Syracuse	and	Ortygia:	the	development	of	
Syracuse requires the completion and re-
unification of sectors of the city built after 
the 1960s. this concerns only a small part 
of the city and does not affect the archae-
ological areas in any way. Ortygia shows a 
considerable improvement thanks to the 
careful policies of encouraging restoration 
and compatible reuse of existing struc-
tures and displacement of non-compatible 
activities

Necropolis of Pantalica: poaching, unau-
thorised cutting of plants, soil movement 
and surface water abstraction. Unauthorised 
camping, littering and damage to artefacts

the current levels of pollution, which are con-
stantly decreasing, do not present problems 
for the preservation of the artistic, historical 
and environmental heritage

•	 The	Sicilian	Region	-	Assessorato	Region-
ale del territorio e dell’Ambiente - after the 
approval of the Piano Straordinario per 
l’Assetto idrogeologico with decreto on 
04/07/2000, has adopted the Piano Stral-
cio di Bacino per l’Assetto idrogeologico. 
in this Plan, in the core zone of Pantalica, 

•	 Necropolis	 of	 Pantalica:	 implement	 the	
visitors’ activities control service, espe-
cially in summer months and along the 
entire route of the Anapo Valley, through 
the presence of forest rangers and/or 
volunteers with vigilance tasks

•	 Syracuse	 and	 Ortygia:	 all	 construction	
and urban planning activities are subject 
to careful controls by Soprintendenza ai 
Beni Culturali e Ambientali, the Munici-
pality of Syracuse and the law enforce-
ment. the archaeological areas are re-
spected and are under the supervision 
of the competent authorities, first of all 
the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e 
Ambientali of Syracuse

•	 Necropolis	 of	 Pantalica:	 implement	 the	
visitors’ activities control service, espe-
cially in summer months and along the 
entire route of the Anapo Valley, through 
the presence of forest rangers and/or 
volunteers with vigilance tasks

•	 Necropolis	 of	 Pantalica:	 monitoring	 of	
evolutionary processes of rocky slopes; 
monitoring of erosive phenomena

•	 Syracuse:	 adoption	 of	 the	 instrument	
for erosion processes monitoring and 
risk protection and prediction, with ref-
erence to the carbonate geological for-
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Table 6. Sites’ risk factors

Natural disasters
Seismic, flood or fire risk

 

neither geomorphologic disruption nor 
areas with flooding phenomena are regis-
tered, while in the core zone of Syracuse 
63 sites of attention and instability and 2 
areas at hydraulic risk for flooding phe-
nomena have been identified 

•	 Necropolis	of	Pantalica:	the	Hyblaean	Pla-
teau is deeply incised by the Anapo river 
and some of its tributaries, forming gorges 
with very steep escarpments and some-
times sub-vertical sections and suggestive 
canyon-like landscapes, on whose walls 
the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica are ev-
ident. the strong erosion exerted by the 
water, the chemical corrosion of the karst 
phenomena and the high state of cracking 
of the rock expose the territory, especial-
ly in correspondence of the highest and 
steepest slopes, to the potential risk of de-
tachment of stone blocks of very variable 
dimensions, causing landslides with col-
lapse and rolling of boulders towards the 
valley

•	 According	to	the	Decreto	Ministeriale	of	21	
October 2003, which reclassified the seis-
mic risk in the whole of italy, the Syracuse 
area has been classified as second grade 
on a scale of 1 to 4 (with 1 representing the 
highest risk)

•	 In	April	2004,	the	National	Institute	of	Geo-
physics and Volcanology published an up-
date of the seismic hazard maps; in this re-
port, the Syracuse area was classified with 
a maximum ground acceleration value of 
0.200-0.225, on a scale whose maximum 
value of 0.300 refers to the Pantalica area

•	 The	Piano	di	 Protezione	Civile	della	Città	
di Siracusa - rischio Sismico includes the 
risk map of the city, from which it emerg-
es that the island of Ortygia and the areas 
with the most direct touristic vocation are 
subject to high seismic risk

•	 The	 Syracuse	 coastal	 strips	 are	 exposed	
to the risk of tsunami because of the high 
seismicity of the area. the Piano di protezi-
one Civile del Comune di Siracusa - rischio 
tsunami foresees, with an Orange Alert 
level, the hypothesis of a tidal wave on 
the Syracuse coast comparable to that of 
the Messina-reggio Calabria earthquake 
of 1908, with the flooding of large areas of 
the core zone; in the case of a red Alert, 
the flooding of even larger coastal strips 
and greater involvement of the core zone 
are foreseen

•	 As	a	result	of	the	effects	of	climate	change	
and an increase in the amount of rainwa-
ter, there has been an increase in floods 
and river overflows risk. the site “Syracuse 
and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica” is 

mations, which prevailingly constitute 
the soil and subsoil, to the fractures and 
cavities present therein and to the natu-
ral and artificial rocky slopes and walls

•	 The	 seismic	 and	 volcanic	monitoring	 of	
eastern Sicily was carried out with the 
“Poseidon System”. during the year 
2000 the functions of the “Poseidon 
System” were taken over by the Catania 
Section of the National institute of Geo-
physics and Volcanology

•	 The	risk	of	earthquakes	could	affect	tall	
buildings, i.e. the Ortygia buildings, for 
which numerous and constant interven-
tions have already been carried out by 
the Genio Civile to improve structural re-
sponse to seismic actions

•	 Necropolis	 of	 Pantalica:	 implement	 the	
activities control service. due to the 
nature of vegetation and climate, the 
Servizio Antincendio Boschi41 carries out 
its actions and intensifies its control ac-
tivities during the summer months and 
the months with the highest risk; howev-
er, any potential fires would not damage 
the archaeological heritage

in order to reduce risks deriving from 
eventual floods, the Ear of dionysius (the 
part most exposed to this kind of risk) is 
equipped with an automatic drainage 
pumps system. the Municipality of Syr-
acuse has equipped itself with a plan of 
predicting, monitoring, alerting and sur-
veillance instruments to activate the civil 
protection services in advance in cases 
where the expected or measured inten-
sity exceeds the prefixed critical point 
thresholds and, after the emergency 
phase, to implement the actions of re-
covery and usability
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6. The system of regulations and planning

the territory is managed by the different institutions with different legisla-
tive instruments, in particular:
•	the	whole	territory	is	subject	to	laws,	recently	updated	and	integrated,	

concerning the protection and use of cultural, archaeological, architec-
tural, historical-artistic and landscape heritage

•	regarding	 the	 environment	 and	 landscape,	 in	 addition	 to	national	 and	
regional laws, the territory is subject to the protection rules contained 
in the Piano territoriale Paesistico regionale (regional territorial land-
scape Plan), a territorial government instrument that identifies the areas 
subject to full protection and establishes the intended use of the areas

•	the	Piani	Regolatori	Generali	(General	Urban	Plans)	of	the	individual	mu-
nicipalities, in compliance with the provisions of the superordinate in-
struments (Piani Paesaggistici - landscape Plans), identify the intended 
use of the areas, the methods and limits of urban transformations.

the current protection system of the site “Syracuse and the rocky Necrop-
olis of Pantalica” confirms the high level of protection already present in 
the nomination phase. the core zones and buffer zones contain individu-
al cultural assets and areas subject to direct restrictions of various kinds 
(monumental, archaeological, landscape) or indirect restrictions, due to 
being located within areas of landscape, archaeological or hydrogeological 
interest; they also benefit extensively from urban planning provisions and 
regulations that mainly limit possible interventions to those of a conserva-
tive nature.

in particular, the cultural assets referred to in art. 10 et seq. of d.lgs. 
42/2004 benefit from the highest level of direct protection, which is exer-
cised through the administrative structure of the Soprintendenze ai Beni 
Culturali e Ambientali (Superintendencies for Cultural and Environmental 
Assets) of the Sicilian region, as defined by legge regionale 80/1977, 
which assigns to these bodies the duties of supervision, protection and 
enhancement of cultural heritage, with multi-thematic competence and on 
a provincial territorial basis. the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e Ambi-
entali of Syracuse, in particular, carries out an effective control and man-
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agement action, which is applied both through the verification of the in-
terventions that are carried out by other public and private subjects, both 
by operating directly with excavation, restoration and recovery actions, as 
well as with ordinary and extraordinary maintenance activities. 
in the case of the Municipality of Syracuse, which approved the new Piano 
regolatore Generale compared to the year of the previous Management 
Plan,	it	was	verified	that	the	Zone	Territoriali	Omogenee	(Homogeneous	Ter-
ritorial	Zones)	that	affect	core	zones	and	buffer	zones	provide	for	building	
activities that do not conflict with the system of protection and safeguard 
of the site.

NECrOPOliS Of PANtAliCA

Core zone
the core zone relative to the Necropolis of Pantalica falls entirely within the 
territory	of	the	Municipality	of	Sortino	and	corresponds	to	a	portion	of	Zone	
A of the Natural Oriented reserve “Pantalica, Valle dell’Anapo e torrente 
Cava Grande”.
in the core zone there are archaeological restrictions (pursuant to art. 10, 
d.lgs. 42/04, areas of archaeological interest pursuant to art. 142, lett. m) 
and landscape restrictions (150M river areas pursuant to art. 142, lett. c; 
wooded areas - art. 142, lett. g; protected areas pursuant to art. 136, d.lgs. 
42/04).
the core zone is also subject to landscape restrictions under l. No. 1497 
of 29/06/1939 denominated “Valle dell’Anapo”, established by decreto 
Assessorato regionale territorio e Ambiente (regional department for ter-
ritory and Environment) No. 5757 published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale del-
la regione Siciliana No. 33/98 and the territory is classified as a Site of 
Community importance under directive 92/43/EEC, implemented by d.M. 
of 3 April 2000 published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale della repubblica italiana 
(italian republic Official Journal) of 22/04/2000.
it also falls within the Special Area of Conservation “Valle del fiume An-
apo, Cavagrande del Calcinara, Cugni di Sortino”, established by d.M. 
7/12/2017.
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Buffer zone
the buffer zone corresponds almost entirely to the perimeter of the Natural 
Oriented reserve “Pantalica, Valle dell’Anapo e torrente Cava Grande” and 
includes the municipalities of Sortino, Cassaro and ferla.
A large part of the area is protected by the l. No. 1497 of 29/06/1939, a 
landscape type of protection called “Valle dell’Anapo” and classified as 
a Site of Community importance in the directive 92/43/EEC49. the buffer 
zone also falls within sector 17 – “rilievi e tavolato ibleo” (hyblaean ta-
bleland and reliefs) defined by the linee Guida (Guidelines) of the “Piano 
territoriale Paesistico regionale”, being part of the local landscape “Pl05 
- Alti iblei” (Upper hyblaean), as well as of “Pl12 - tavolato degli iblei merid-
ionale e settentrionale” (Southern and northern hyblaean tableland). Part 
of the buffer zone falls within municipalities subject to hydrogeological re-
strictions under art. 1, cap. 1, tit. 1, of the r.d.l. No. 3267 of 30/12/1923 
(Municipalities of Sortino, Cassaro, ferla).
this area is also subject to archaeological restrictions (pursuant to art. 10, 
d.lgs. 42/04, areas of archaeological interest pursuant to art. 142, lett. m, 
d.lgs. 42/04) and landscape restrictions (150M rivers areas pursuant to 
art. 142, lett. c; wooded areas pursuant to art. 142, lett. g; protected areas 
pursuant to art. 136, d.lgs. 42/04).
 

SirACUSA 

Core zone
Area of Epipolae, Achradina, Tyche, Neapolis, Euryalus Castle, Scala Greca 
and the Dionysian fortifications 
the core zone relating to the Area of Epipolae, Achradina, tyche, Neapolis, 
Euryalus Castle, Scala Greca and the dionysian fortifications falls entirely 
within the territory of the Municipality of Syracuse and its perimeter cov-
ers zone A and portions of zones A2, B and C of the “Parco archeologico e 
paesaggistico di Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del tellaro e Akrai”. the core zone, 
in addition to zones A and B and a portion of zone A2 and C (Achradina) of 
the Archaeological Park, includes the areas of the Catacombs of St. John’s 
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Basilica, St. lucia al Sepolcro and “Vigna Cassia”. All the cultural assets 
belonging to the core zone are also protected by archaeological restrictions 
pursuant to art. 10, d.lgs. 42/2004. the areas fall within zones f2 and f3 
and in portions of zones B1, B3, E1 of the current Piano regolatore Generale 
of the Municipality of Syracuse.

Ortygia
the core zone relative to the island of Ortygia falls entirely within the terri-
tory of the Municipality of Syracuse and its perimeter involves the historic 
centre	 identified	 as	 Zona	 Territoriale	Omogenea	 “A”	 by	 the	 Piano	 Rego-
latore Generale of the Municipality of Syracuse and a portion of the zone 
identified	as	Zone	A1	-	“Tessuto	storico	di	pregio:	Zona	Umbertina”	(Historic	
fabric of value: Umbertina Area). the provisions of the “Piano Particolareg-
giato di Ortigia” (Ortygia detailed Plan) approved in 1990 and divided into 
17 sectors53 apply to this area. the Piano Particolareggiato only allows in-
terventions on the existing building heritage in this area, aimed, according 
to the case, at the conservation and restoration of the valuable elements, 
at the restructuring, at the philological or typological restoration of the de-
graded elements, at the conservation of the green areas and at the demo-
lition of elements that constitute superfluities by means of philological or 
typological restoration. Some cultural assets that are part of the core zone 
relative to the island of Ortygia are also protected by archaeological restric-
tions (pursuant to art. 10, d.lgs. 42/2004 and areas of archaeological inter-
est pursuant to art. 142, lett. m).
the Ortygia core zone is also subject to protection pursuant to art. 136 of 
the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio.

Buffer zone
the portions of the territory that make up the buffer zones include in their 
extension numerous buildings protected as monumental assets and, as 
such, they enjoy the highest level of specific protection described above. 
in the buffer zones there are also some landscape protection areas ac-
cording to the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio, (d.lgs. No. 42 of 
22/01/2004, Parte terza - Beni Paesaggistici – ‘Part three -landscape her-
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itage’), in which all alterations require prior authorisation from the authori-
ties responsible for landscape protection (Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali 
e Ambientali, within the Sicilian region), which verifies compliance with 
landscape values.
in the areas identified as buffer zones there are archaeological restrictions 
(pursuant to art. 10, d.lgs. 42/04, areas of archaeological interest pursuant 
to art. 142, lett. m) and landscape restrictions (coastal areas 300m, 150M 
river areas pursuant to art. 142, lett. a and c; wooded areas - art. 142, lett. 
g; protected areas pursuant to art. 134, lett. c and art.136, d.lgs. 42/04). 
the Porto Grande area is subject to a landscape restriction pursuant to de-
termina Assessorile 2340/88.

regarding the portion of the buffer zone belonging to the Parco archeolog-
ico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, Elloro, Villa del tellaro e Akrai, the provi-
sions dictated by the regolamento of the Parco Archeologico for zones A 
and A2, B and C apply, ensuring a very high level of protection for the site 
(Artt. 6-10, titolo ii for zones A and A2; Art.11-13, titolo iii for zone B and 
Artt. 14-16, titolo iV for zone C).
the part of the buffer zone closest to the nucleus of Ortygia incorporates 
the Porto Grande and its coastal strip (restrictions coast areas 300 m pur-
suant to art. 142., lett. a, d.lgs. 42/04), both protected by special environ-
mental protection, and the Porto Piccolo and its surroundings, taking into 
account the obvious continuum of urban, landscape and spatial relations 
as well as related to port and maritime activities.
the buffer zone also includes a portion of the 19th century urban fabric, for 
reasons of proximity and because of its role in connecting the island of Or-
tygia	and	the	mainland.	Here	the	provisions	for	Zone	Territoriali	Omogenee	
“B” are in force, for which reference should be made to the Norme tecniche 
di Attuazione of the current “Piano regolatore Generale” of the Municipal-
ity of Syracuse. 
Part of the buffer zone, moreover, falls within the perimeter of the Special 
Protection Area “Saline di Siracusa e fiume Ciane54, falling within the 
“Pl09 - Bassa Valle dell’Anapo” according to the Piano Paesaggistico d’am-
bito Provinciale, protected pursuant to art. 142, lett. f of the Codice dei Beni 
Culturali e del Paesaggio as a regional reserve area.
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As a whole, in the buffer zone, relating to the Area of Epipolae, Achradina, 
tyche, Neapolis, Euryalus Castle, Scala Greca and the dionysian fortifica-
tions and Ortygia, there are archaeological restrictions (pursuant to art. 10, 
d.lgs. 42/04, areas of archaeological interest pursuant to art. 142, lett. m) 
and landscape (coastal areas 300m, 150M river areas pursuant to art. 142, 
lett. a and c; wooded areas - art. 142, lett. g; protected areas pursuant to 
art. 134, lett. c and art.136, d.lgs. 42/04).
Moreover, the buffer zones include areas at hydrogeological risk for which 
the Piano Straordinario per l’Assetto idrogeologico, adopted by the decre-
to of the Assessorato del territorio e dell’Ambiente of the region of Sicily 
of 4 July 2000, determines the limits of soil transformation, as well as the 
areas of intervention for risk mitigation. interventions in areas subject to 
hydrogeological restrictions must be designed and carried out according 
to the safeguard, quality and protection of the environment and subject to 
prior authorisations, with the exception of works that in no case can cause 
damage unless they fall within the areas classified as “aree a rischio” (ar-
eas at risk) in the rENdiS sheets of the Piano Straordinario, in the Sites of 
Community importance and Special Protection Areas.
finally, the buffer zones fall within sector 17 – “rilievi e tavolato ibleo” iden-
tified by the Piano territoriale Paesistico regionale, being entirely included 
in the local landscape “Pl10 - Balza costiera urbanizzata di Siracusa” (Ur-
banised coastal crag of Syracuse), as well as on a portion of “Pl09 - Bassa 
Valle dell’Anapo” and of “Pl13 - Pianura costiera centrale” (Central Coastal 
Plain), defined by the Piano Paesaggistico.

7. The Current Site Management System

thE EVAlUAtiONS Of thE 2014 PEriOdiC rEPOrtiNG

in the 2014 Periodic reporting, the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e Am-
bientali of Syracuse is indicated as manager and coordinator of the site. 
this data allows a further important consideration from which to start the 
process of update, modification and improvement of the entire manage-
ment system of the site.
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One of the most problematic aspects that currently concern the UNESCO 
site “Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica” is the disregard of 
the indications that, in the Management Plan, were given regarding the im-
plementation of the actions envisaged by the knowledge, Protection and 
Conservation Plan, the Cultural and Social Promotion Plan and the Social 
and Socioeconomic Enhancement Plan.

the Management Plan provided for the establishment of a Steering Com-
mittee, with the task of:
•	verify	the	actual	progress	of	the	plan
•	provide	guidance	for	the	continuation	of	the	management	process
•	agree	priorities	for	the	development	of	the	individual	parts	of	the	plan
•	ensure	the	adequate	allocation	of	the	resources	that	the	individual	ad-

ministrations involved will have to make available and identify other 
forms of financing, also with the involvement of the private sector

•	assessing	the	monitoring	reports	and	taking	the	consequent	necessary	
decisions for the continuation of the management process.

in addition to the Steering Committee, more technical activities were en-
trusted to one or more Working Groups, which also included private indi-
viduals or cultural or conservation associations, in order to:
•	define	a	work	programme	agreed	upon	by	all	responsible	parties	
•	coordinate	the	implementation	of	the	individual	activities	of	the	Plan
•	provide	technical	support	for	the	design	and	implementation	of	the	activ-

ities of the Plan
•	monitor	 the	 implementation	of	 individual	actions	and	find	solutions	 to	

resolve any difficulties that may arise
•	define	further	actions	or	projects	useful	for	the	achievement	of	the	the-

matic goals identified in the Plan.

finally, the Management Plan identified the need for an action of coordina-
tion and organisational support to the two structures indicated above, car-
ried out by a permanent Segreteria (Administrative Office) with the role of:
•	acting	as	a	permanent	point	of	reference	for	all	the	subjects	involved	in	

the implementation of the Plan
•	assisting	the	Steering	Committee	and	the	Working	Groups	in	their	activi-

ties, providing the necessary organisational support
•	defining	the	calendar	of	meetings	and	convening	them
•	organising	and	archiving	all	the	documentation	relating	to	the	Plan
•	keeping	in	touch	with	the	public,	the	press	and	any	other	interested	par-

ties to provide information on the implementation of the Plan.

As it can be read in the 2014 Periodic report, most of the interventions out-
lined in the Plan relating to actively involving community in the managing, 
conserving and promoting of the Outstanding Universal Value of the UNES-
CO site have not been carried out. this fact is not surprising, if one consid-
ers that all the external communication/promotion of the site area - togeth-
er with the more traditional initiatives of territorial marketing such as hotel 
booking, the purchase of tickets for the theatre season, or the possibility of 
an interactive map through a mobile application - is entrusted to the web-
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site www.siracusaturismo.net that, apart from the display of the UNESCO 
logo, does not promote or disseminate any of the fundamental values of a 
site inscribed in the World heritage list.

this 2020 update of the Management Plan aims to address all these critical 
points.

StAkEhOldErS ANd CUrrENt OWNErShiP StrUCtUrE
in the context of the UNESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of 
Pantalica” there are numerous stakeholders: some of them are involved in 
the management and enhancement of the cultural heritage and are, there-
fore, directly involved in the processes and activities of site management; 
other actors, on the other hand, have merely indirect interests as they de-
rive material or immaterial benefits from the proper management and en-
hancement of the UNESCO site.

INSTITUTION

Sicilian Region

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali e 
dell‘Identità Siciliana -
Dipartimento dei Beni Culturali e 
dell‘Identità Siciliana

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali e 
dell‘Identità Siciliana -
Dipartimento dei Beni Culturali e 
dell‘Identità Siciliana

INSTITUTIONAL ACTORS - LOCAL LEVEL

STRUCTURE/TASKS

•	 Assessorato	Turismo,	Sport	e	Spettacoli,	Dipartimento
•	 Assessorato	del	Territorio	e	dell’Ambiente
•	 Agenzia	Regionale	per	la	Protezione	dell‘Ambiente	Dipartimento	Ripartimentale	alle	

foreste del Comando Corpo forestale della regione Siciliana
•	 Azienda	Regionale	Foreste	Demaniali:	responsible	for	the	protection	and	control	

activities of the protected naturalistic areas (including the entire area of the Necropolis 
of Pantalica) and the care and maintenance of the naturalistic areas of state property

•	 Ente	Bilaterale	Regionale	Turismo	Siciliano

Central intermediate structures:
- Area Affari Generali
- 14 Services (with 32 Operational Units of which 4 Staff)
Peripheral intermediate Structures:
- 57 Services
- Centro regionale per il restauro
- Centro regionale per il Catalogo
- 14 Archaeological Parks
- 4 regional libraries
- 12 regional Archaeological Museums
- 5 interdisciplinary Museums
- 12 regional Museums
- 2 interdisciplinary Galleries
- 9 Provincial Soprintendenze, which coordinate 72 structures, such as Museums, 

Antiquaria and Archaeological Sites
- the Soprintendenza del Mare with 269 Operational Units

for a total of 72 Areas/Services and 301 Operational Units

Soprintendenze per i Beni Culturali e Ambientali: areas of the dipartimento regionale dei 
Beni Culturali distributed on a territorial basis and divided into technical and scientific 
services in relation to the characteristics and nature of the cultural assets to be protected

the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e Ambientali of Syracuse, in particular, carries 
out an effective control and management action, which is carried out both by verifying 
the interventions carried out by other public and private subjects, and by operating 
directly with restoration and recovery actions, as well as with ordinary and extraordinary 
maintenance activities: it is divided into five basic operational units (including the Sezione 
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Table 7. local stakeholders

7. data refer to regional staff. Additional 
services, cleaning and security are 
entrusted to private companies

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali 
e dell‘Identità Siciliana - Dipartimento dei 
Beni culturali e dell‘Identità Siciliana

Parco archeologico e paesaggistico di 
Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del Tellaro e Akrai

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali e 
dell‘Identità Siciliana -
Dipartimento dei Beni culturali e 
dell‘Identità Siciliana

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali 
e dell‘Identità Siciliana - Dipartimento dei 
Beni culturali e dell‘Identità Siciliana
UNESCO Heritage Foundation of Sicily

Libero Consorzio Comunale of Syracuse

Municipality of Syracuse

University of Catania

University of Ragusa

Archdiocese of Syracuse

per i beni paesaggistici e demo-etnoantropologici, the Sezione per i beni archeologici, the 
Sezione per i beni bibliografici e archivistici)

Soprintendenza del Mare of the Sicilian region: research, census, protection, supervision, 
enhancement and use of underwater archaeological heritage

tot. 75 units: 29 administrative staff and 46 caretakers employed between the Museo 
Archeologico regionale Paolo Orsi and the Monumental area of Neapolis7

•	 Centro	regionale	per	l’Inventario,	la	Catalogazione	e	la	Documentazione	grafica,	
fotografica e audiovisive

•	 Centro	Regionale	per	la	Progettazione	e	il	Restauro	e	per	le	Scienze	Naturali	e	Applicate	
ai Beni Culturali, made up of one hundred specialised technical professionals carrying 
out activities of investigation, research, study and dissemination of methodologies and 
technologies for the restoration of cultural heritage and the training of specialists in the 
sector

Established	by	the	Sicilian	Region	-	Assessorato	Regionale	dei	Beni	Culturali	e	dell’Identità	
Siciliana and by the italian National Commission for UNESCO.
Statutory aims: to disseminate and promote - in the field of education, science, culture and 
education - sustainable development, enhancement of the environment, cultural heritage, 
landscape, artistic and monumental heritage of Sicily

Manages the protection, maintenance and promotion activities of the entire territory and 
landscape area

through the “Commissione Unica per Ortigia”, it controls all the interventions carried out 
by private entities and defines the interventions to be carried out on the cultural assets 
owned by the Municipality

its main purpose is the promotion of culture, basic and applied research, higher education 
and technology transfer
in particular, in 1996 a branch of the University of Catania was established in Syracuse: 
this section, by virtue of the exceptional nature of the site and the testimonies of the past 
that are present there, has activated university degree and specialist degree courses in 
Architecture and in Conservation of Cultural and Environmental heritage. the latter also 
includes an area dedicated to archives and books

in collaboration with the University of Catania, it has set up other faculties, degree courses, 
university diplomas, specialisation and advanced training courses, specialist masters, etc., 
thus contributing significantly to maintaining a lively scientific activity and an appreciable 
cultural and academic level in this area.
An autonomous university pole has been created in the province of ragusa (faculty of 
linguistic and intercultural Mediation, European and Extra-European languages and 
Cultures)

Coordination of pastoral activity, administration of the diocese, judicial power
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the monuments that make up the site can be reported to different types of 
ownership and management.
•	The	area	of	the	Necropolis	of	Pantalica	is	mostly	publicly	owned	and	is	

managed by the Assessorato regionale del territorio e dell’Ambiente - 
dipartimento ripartimentale alle foreste del Comando Corpo forestale 
della regione Siciliana (regional Agency for Environmental Protection 
department of forests of the Sicilian region forestry Corps Command), 
which is a public body that oversees the entire area and controls all activ-
ities carried out privately in the area. it is now also the responsibility of 
the Parco archeologico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del tellaro 
e Akrai

•	The	Euryalus	Castle	complex	is	publicly	owned
•	The	system	of	the	Dionysian	Fortifications,	which	extends	over	twenty-two	

kilometres, is partly on public property and partly on private property.
•	Concerning	religious	buildings	open	for	worship:

- the Cathedral Church is owned by the Ente Cattedrale (Cathedral Au-
thority)

- the Archbishop’s Palace is owned by the Ente Arcidiocesi (Archdioce-
san Authority)

- the Catacombs (pursuant to art. 12 of the “Accordi di Villa Madama” - 
Agreements of Villa Madama) are at the disposal of the holy See, which 
sometimes operates directly through the Pontifical Commission for Sa-
cred	Archaeology,	and	sometimes	through	the	election	of	a	Comunità	
custode (Custodian Community)

•	The	buildings	of	Ortygia	are	owned	by	public	bodies	and	institutions	(in-
cluding, for example, the University). Some residential buildings of his-
torical value are privately owned, as are most of the smaller residential 
buildings.

Most of the monuments on the site belong to public bodies and institutions, 
including the State and, specifically, the Ministry of the interior - fondo ed-
ifici di Culto (fund for Worship Buildings), the Sicilian region, the libero 
Consorzio of Syracuse and the Municipality of Syracuse.

in view of the size of the area concerned and the number of monuments 
and their archaeological, artistic, architectural and cultural significance, 
ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, management and administration 
activities are assigned to the following public bodies, each within its own 
sphere of competence:
•	The	Region	of	Sicily	which	operates	in	particular	through	its	territorial	pe-

ripheral bodies which, as far as the inscribed site is concerned, are:
- the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali ed Ambientali of Syracuse, which 

is responsible for the management of certain cultural assets and for the 
control of all ordinary and extraordinary maintenance activities carried 
out on both public and private heritage

- the Parco archeologico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del tel-
laro e Akrai

- the Genio Civile, which is responsible for monitoring building activi-
ties, in relation to the rules guaranteeing the stability of buildings par-
ticularly in relation to risks arising from seismic actions
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- the Azienda regionale foreste demaniali, which is responsible for the 
protection and control activities of the protected naturalistic areas (in-
cluding the whole area of the Necropolis of Pantalica) and for the care 
and maintenance of the naturalistic areas of state property

•	The	 Libero	Consorzio	Comunale	of	Syracuse	which	manages,	 in	agree-
ment with and under the control of the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali 
e Ambientali, the ordinary and extraordinary activities of administration 
and maintenance of the buildings and areas it owns, intended for public 
functions and partly accessible to the public

•	The	 Municipality	 of	 Syracuse,	 which,	 in	 implementation	 of	 L.R.	 No.	
70/1976 – “tutela dei centri storici e norme speciali per il quartiere Or-
tigia di Siracusa e per il centro storico di Agrigento” through the “Com-
missione Unica per Ortigia”8, controls all the interventions carried out by 
private entities and defines the interventions to be carried out on the her-
itage owned by the Municipality

•	The	municipalities	of	Syracuse,	Cassaro,	Ferla,	Sortino	are	 responsible	
for town planning management; they are therefore responsible for the 
regulation and control of building activities (new buildings, changes to 
existing buildings, etc.), municipal mobility, local public transport, etc.

All interventions, both of ordinary and extraordinary maintenance in the 
area of Neapolis, owned by the Sicilian region, are carried out by the So-
printendenza ai Beni Culturali e Ambientali of Syracuse and the Parco ar-
cheologico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del tellaro e Akrai.

8. legge regionale No. 70 of 7 May 1976, 
“tutela dei centri storici e norme speciali 
per il quartiere Ortigia di Siracusa e per 
il centro storico di Agrigento”. Published 
in the Gazzetta Ufficiale della regione 
Siciliana on 12 May 1976, No. 27. Art. 
12 of l.r. No. 70/1976 establishes a 
“Commissione Unica Speciale per Ortigia” 
for the examination of building and urban 
intervention projects.
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1. A Participatory Process

the 2020 UNESCO Management Plan of the site “Syracuse and the rocky 
Necropolis of Pantalica” represents a project aimed at identifying the fun-
damentals and defining the operational strategies to achieve a sustainable 
development on a large scale, not limited to the specific territories of in-
terest of the UNESCO site, and to be realized by integrating the social, eco-
nomic, environmental, architectural, archaeological and cultural aspects. it 
follows that the actors involved in this long-term protection and enhance-
ment project are representative of the broadest range of actors with legiti-
mate interests in the local and supra-local area.
this approach has characterised the process implemented for the updating 
of this Management Plan, resulting from the involvement and participation 
of various public and private stakeholders through a constant dialogue and 
discussion that will be the basis of the new governance of the site. it, in 
fact, takes shape starting from the considerations and reflections, consol-
idated during numerous meetings between institutional and non-institu-
tional actors, during which the common will to proceed to the identification 
of a management model instrumental to the implementation of shared stra-
tegic paths has emerged. this common path of study, evaluation and plan-
ning - also based on the sharing of the preliminary draft of the Management 
Plan - was structured through dedicated meetings attended by the various 
members of the Working Group in charge of drafting the document, the in-
stitutional stakeholders and their technical referents. Other meetings were 
exclusively dedicated to the participation of the representatives of the civil, 
economic, entrepreneurial and socio-cultural society of the municipalities. 
the meetings allowed to illustrate and discuss together the contents of the 
Management Plan, its main aims, and to collect the indications and obser-
vations of the stakeholders involved in the protection and enhancement of 
the site. to this end, an email (siti.UNESCO.sudest@gmail.com) was set up 
to send indications, observations and proposals aimed at enriching and 
integrating the Management Plan. A synoptic and descriptive table of the 
meetings carried out, which constitute the stages of that shared process, is 
proposed below.

1. The 2020 Management Plan
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PARTICIPANTS

for the Municipality of Noto
Paolo Patanè, Head of Cabinet of the 
Municipality of Noto
Giuseppe di Mauro, Project Manager 
Corrado iacono, Administrative Manager 
of the project 
federica Puglisi, Project Press Office

for Civita Sicilia 
Paolo Cipollini, Work Coordinator 
Antonio Gerbino, Coordinator of local 
activities
daria di Giovanni, Archaeology Expert
Aurelio Angelini, Project Director

fabio Granata, Assessor for Culture and 
UNESCO of the Municipality of Syracuse
Paolo Patanè, Head of Cabinet of the 
Municipality of Noto
Sebastiano Scorpo, Mayor of the 
Municipality of Solarino
Giuseppe di Mauro, Municipality of Ferla 
and Project Manager
Giovanni Cocco, Commissioner of the 
Municipality of Floridia
Vincenzo Bastante,Vice-mayor of the 
Municipality of Sortino

Municipality of Cassaro
Giuseppe Parello, Dipartimento regionale 
dei Beni culturali
Paolo Cipollini, Civita Sicilia Work 
Coordinator
Aurelio Angelini, Management Plans 
Review Project Director
renata Sansone, Civita Sicilia CEO

Soprintendenza Beni Culturali e 
Ambientali di Siracusa
Calogero rizzuto, Director of the Parco 
archeologico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, 
Eloro, Villa del Tellaro e Akrai.
Anita Crispino, Officer of the Parco 
archeologico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, 
Eloro, Villa del Tellaro e Akrai.
Giovanni ruggieri, Member of the working 
group 
Antonio Viavattene, Member of the 
working group

Claudia Calore, Libero Consorzio 
Comunale of Syracuse
Ermelinda Saraceno, Libero Consorzio 
Comunale of Syracuse
Gaetano Monterosso, Libero Consorzio 
Comunale of Syracuse
don Gianluca Belfiore, Ufficio Pastorale 
del Turismo – Archdiocese of Syracuse
irene Pisano, Ufficio Pastorale del Turismo
– Archdiocese of Syracuse

TOPICS OF THE MEETING

•	Presentation	 of	 the	 whole	 project	 fi-
nanced by the Ministry of Cultural herit-
age and Activities and tourism of which 
Action 1, concerning the updating of Man-
agement Plans

•	Presentation	of	the	project	to	revise	and	
update the Management Plans for UN-
ESCO sites, the working group and the 
working methodology

•	Sharing	of	timeline,	road-map	steps	and	
methodologies of the shared process

•	Presentation	 of	 the	 project	 financed	 by	
the Ministry of Cultural heritage and Ac-
tivities and tourism under legge 77 of 
2006 and details of the actions affecting 
the three sites

•	Presentation	 of	 the	 methodology	 for	
drawing up the Management Plan, its 
contents and aims 

•	Guidance	 on	 how	 to	 participate	 in	 the	
drafting of updated plans

DATE AND LOCATION

11 November 2019 Noto
 Technical meeting

30 January 2020 Syracuse
Institutional Meeting 
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Massimiliano leone, Ufficio Beni Culturali
- Municipality of Syracuse
luca Scamporlino, Ufficio Beni Culturali
- Municipality of Syracuse
dario Scarfì, Ufficio Beni Culturali
- Municipality of Syracuse

Aurelio Angelini Project Director 
renata Sansone Civita Sicilia CEO
Giuseppe di Mauro Project Manager
Giusy Genovesi Municipality of Syracuse 
Assessor, Assessorato regionale del 
territorio e dell’ambiente (Dipartimento 
Regionale Azienda Foreste Demaniali) 
Italia Nostra- Syracuse sec.
Sergio Cilea Head of Delegation of Fai 
Siracusa, Wonderful Italy
Rete dei Comitati Territorio Sicilia Comitato 
Stop Veleni
Paolino Uccello Museo del Tempo - 
Canicattini Bagni
Ente Fauna Syracuse sec.
Antonella rizza Musei dei Viaggiatori - 
Palazzolo Acreide
Vittorio Pianese Coordinator of the Patto 
di Responsabilità Sociale -Libro Bianco sul 
Turismo di Siracusa
Beatrice Basile already Soprintendente of 
Syracuse
Giovanni dimauro Director of ITS 
Fondazione Archimede
Andrea Corso Chairman of ITS Fondazione 
Archimede
Paolo Cavarra Tourist Guide 
Confcooperative Siracusa ProLoco Siracusa
Associazione “La Nostra Terra” 
Legambiente
Vincenzo Bastante Vice-Mayor 
Municipality of Sortino
daniele Valvo Siracusa Tour – Tourism 
Intermediary
iolanda di Natale Associazione Italiana 
Giovani per l’UNESCO
Giampaolo Schillaci
Patto Partecipazione Sicilia/Sicily Cycle 
Lab
fabio Pisana Agenda 21 Noto
roberto Allegrezza Strategia Val Di Noto
federico Militello Lipu Siracusa
Viviana russello/domenico forcellini 
Architectural Firm
Carlo Castello Associazione Guide 
Turistiche
Pippo Gianninoto CNA Siracusa
Giuseppe Patti Architect
Giancarlo Perrotta, Dipartimento Sviluppo 
Rurale – Servizio 16
Alessandro Caiazzo Municipality of 
Buccheri
Marco Mastriani Ente Fauna Siracusa

•	Illustration	 of	 contents	 and	 goals	 of	 the	
Management Plan, its interrelation with 
the Management Plans of the other two 
south-eastern UNESCO sites involved

•	Presentation	 of	 the	 methodology	 for	
drawing up the Management Plan, its 
contents and aims

•	Illustration	 of	 the	 UNESCO	 site	 govern-
ance model

this is followed by the interventions of the 
participating stakeholders, whose main 
comments and suggestions are summa-
rised below:
•	Need	 to	 adapt	 urban	 planning	 instru-

ments and the Piani regolatori to protec-
tion and preservation standards

•	Limits	of	tourism	in	Syracuse
•	Relationship	between	cultural	asset	pro-

tection and its enhancement
•	Critical	points	of	Pantalica:	maintenance	

and access difficulties
•	Attention	to	the	Carta	del	Rischio
•	Need	to	make	the	local	community	more	

aware of heritage protection
•	Proposal	to	appoint	an	Assessor	for	UNE-

SCO for each city affected by the recogni-
tion, an Assessor who would also be as-
sisted by a Council, made up of observers 
who are bearers of UNESCO values

20 February 2020 Syracuse

Institutional and stakeholders meeting
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Table 8. Summary of the meetings for the participatory planning of the Managing Plan 

9. Starting from March 2019, the 
restrictions established for the COVid 
emergency, both during the lockdown 
period and then with subsequent 
government provisions directed at social 
distancing, have in actual fact prevented 
the holding of the planned meetings. 
Where possible, online means and forms 
of discussion have been used, which have 
allowed the sharing and formulation of the 
Plan.

Aurelio Angelini, Project Director 
Paolo Cipollini, Civita Sicilia Work 
Coordinator
Barbara lino, lidia Scimemi, Members of 
the working group 
Adele Cesi, Angela Maria ferroni, UNESCO 
Office of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage 
and Activities and Tourism, representatives 
of the UNESCO sites “The Late Baroque 
Towns of the Val di Noto”; “Syracuse and 
the Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica”; “The 
Villa Romana del Casale”

Aurelio Angelini, Project Director
Paolo Cipollini, Civita Sicilia Work 
Coordinator
lidia Scimemi, Member of the working 
group 

Guido Meli, Project contact person on 
behalf of the Dipartimento Regionale dei 
Beni Culturali
Silvia dini, Istituto Chiossone onlus per 
ciechi e ipovedenti  
lucia ferlino, Institute for Educational 
Technology - National Research Council 

donatella Aprile, Arch. Alessandra 
Ministeri, dott.ssa Alessandra Castorina 
Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e 
Ambientali of Syracuse
rita insolia, rosa lanteri 
Parco archeologico e paesaggistico di 
Siracusa, Eloro, Villa del Tellaro e Akrai
fabio Granata Municipality of Syracuse 
Assessor
For the Municipality of Noto: 
Paolo Patanè Head of Cabinet 
For the Municipality of Ferla and Cassaro:
Giuseppe di Mauro
For the Municipality of Sortino: 
Vincenzo Bastante
For the department of development: 
Pietro Scalisi 
For Civita Sicilia: 
Paolo Cipollini, renata Sansone, 
Antonio Gerbino, Angela Campisi

the video call dealt with the specific con-
tents and structure of the work to update 
the three Management Plans:
•	core	zone	and	buffer	zone
•	monitoring	of	the	previous	Management	

Plan,with a focus on the historical course 
ofconservation and enhancement work 
on the sites in question

•	any	interventions	following	previous	Pe-
riodic reportings and iCOMOS observa-
tions

•	management	system
•	Shared	governance	and	meetings	to	 lis-

ten and dialogue with the local communi-
ty, institutions and stakeholders

•	Illustration	of	necessary	projects	and	ac-
tions to equip cultural sites with all the 
standards to guarantee accessibility for 
people with disabilities or fragility.

•	Checking	 the	correspondence	of	 the	ac-
tions planned in the Management Plans 
to these standards 

•	Submission	of	projects	related	to	the	UN-
ESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky Ne-
cropolis of Pantalica” according to legge 
77/2006

•	Approval	by	all	participants	of	the	meet-
ing of the governance hypothesis pro-
posed in the Management Plan of the 
UNESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky 
Necropolis of Pantalica” in which the 
Steering Committee, the Operational 
Structure and the technical and Scientif-
ic Committee are indicated

27 February 2020 –
Video call70 

Technical meeting

23 July 2020 – Video call

28 July 2020 Institutional Meeting
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the consultation and participation process allowed the participants to in-
crease the level of sharing of the different collective interests and related 
policies and interventions within the UNESCO site. the meetings played an 
important role in the sharing of ongoing projects, favouring a dissemination 
of results and knowledge, but also of skills, experiences and resources, as 
well as synergies and virtuous integrations among the actors involved. fur-
ther results that are not immediately tangible are those connected to learning 
and collective empowerment, i.e. to the activation of all those mechanisms 
of awareness and consensus, concerning the socialisation of the actors, the 
knowledge of the privileged and competent interlocutors within the various 
institutions and bodies, the creation of initial relations between the subjects 
and the premises for the construction of a collaborative social network, also 
starting from the community of residents. 
dialogue, exchange and comparison with all the institutions and stakehold-
ers involved has been encouraged, and they have made their own contribu-
tion by sending their observations, suggestions and indications to the Plan, 
also through the use of the special email activated for this purpose. in this 
way, virtuous practices were activated to support the sharing of the deci-
sion-making processes underway by the bodies involved. 
the following table illustrates the main results.

 Table 9. Synoptic table of issues arisen from the shared process

MAIN RESULTS 

Governance
•	 The	need	for	a	well-defined	managing	body	to	coordinate	actors	

in the field
•	 Involvement	of	local	stakeholders,	trade	associations,	territorial	

committees in the site management system, through their 
representation in specific technical Committees and/or 
Observatories

•	 Drafting	of	an	annual	plan	of	integrated	activities	related	to	the	
site as a whole

•	 The	need	to	monitor	the	actions	taken	and	to	be	taken	on	
site, resolving the main critical points that the absence of a 
management system has caused in recent years

•	 Correlate	the	Management	Plan	with	the	urban	planning	
instruments of the municipalities

•	 Adaptation	and	harmonisation	between	the	Plans	and	
regulations that have an impact on the urban fabric and between 
these and the UNESCO Management Plan 

•	 Strategic	planning,	integrated	design,	public-private	partnership	
and citizen participation

Enhancement 
•	 Enhancement	and	integrated	fruition	of	the	Ecomuseo	degli	Iblei	

system
•	 Structuring	of	a	soft	mobility	system	for	the	sustainable	

tourist fruition of the UNESCO site and of the neighbouring 
environmental and historical-cultural resources

•	 Deseasonalisation	of	tourist	flows	for	the	sustainable	
enhancement of the territory

•	 Integrated	management	of	culture	production	and	maintenance	of	
intangible culture

•	 Integration	of	the	wider	territory	in	the	process	of	sustainable	
heritage development

•	 Drafting	of	periodical	reports	on	the	status	of	implementation	of	
the Plan of activities for the protection and enhancement of the 
UNESCO site

Protection and preservation
it came to light the need to work towards:
•	 Recovery	and	maintenance	of	the	historical-architectural	heritage	
•	 Recovery	of	decorum	in	the	wider	territorial/urban	context	
•	 Recovery	of	the	city’s	functionality	as	a	cultural	system	
•	 Maintenance	of	the	archaeological	sites,	enhancement	of	the	

latomies
•	 	Monitoring	plan	of	the	site	protection	status	
•	 Adaptation	and	harmonisation	between	the	Plans	and	

regulations that have an impact on urban contexts and between 
these and the UNESCO Management Plan 

•	 Increased	funding	to	preserve	the	monumental	heritage
•	 Preparation	of	periodic	reports	on	the	implementation	of	the	Plan	

of activities for the protection and enhancement of the UNESCO 
site

Communication and Promotion
•	 Identification	of	integrated	projects	for	the	development	of	new	

technological devices providing information on the city’s cultural 
heritage

•	 Creation	of	training	courses	for	institutions	and	educational	
projects for schools in order to raise awareness regarding the 
value of the UNESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of 
Pantalica”

•	 Elaboration	of	app	contents,	commercials,	videos	and	
promotional material on the UNESCO heritage

•	 Extension	of	the	tourist	circuits	to	lesser	known	itineraries	
(archaeological and naturalistic)
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during all the meetings, the content of the project called “Avvio del Piano 
di Gestione con l’attuazione del Programma A ‘Conoscenza, conservazione 
e riqualificazione del patrimonio Barocco’ e del Programma C ‘Cultural and 
economic enhancement’” (launch of the Management Plan with the imple-
mentation of Programme A ‘knowledge, conservation and requalification 
of the Baroque heritage’ and of the Programme C ‘Cultural and economic 
enhancement’) was shared. the project, which also includes the updating 
of the Management Plans of the UNESCO sites “Syracuse and the rocky 
Necropolis of Pantalica”, “the Villa romana del Casale”, “the late Baroque 
towns of the Val di Noto” is financed by the Ministry of Cultural heritage 
and Activities and tourism through the legge 20 february 2006 No. 77.
in this respect, an important aspect, which emerged during all the meet-
ings, is the willingness of the local institutions to establish a cultural and 
functional connection with the other two UNESCO sites in the south-east 
– “the Villa romana del Casale” and “the late Baroque towns of the Val di 
Noto” - in order to achieve an enhancement and an integrated tourist frui-
tion among the three UNESCO sites.

2. General Strategies and Goals

the update of the Management Plan is focused, in fact, on the protection, 
enhancement and transmission to future generations of the OUV of the UN-
ESCO site as a whole and of the single parts of the site, integrating and 
coordinating them with the enhancement of the resources of the territorial, 
social and cultural context previously identified and analysed. this work 
represents an opportunity to implement a strategic plan that can be a pro-
grammatic lever for the reorganisation of the development of the site, with-
in a framework of coherence of the activated projects and the normative 
instruments in force. the objective is to integrate all the different aspects 
that characterise the territory, such as the scarce integration of the periph-
eral areas with the heart of the city, the historical centre not fully valorised 
in its overall artistic-monumental heritage, in order to convert what seem 
to be, today, weaknesses into strengths, making them an added value of 
the territory with positive effects also on the UNESCO site. therefore, an 
integrated and shared strategy is identified at all levels (both public and 
private) aimed at enhancing the whole existing project heritage.
the Management Plan of the UNESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky Necrop-
olis of Pantalica” - in addition to the implementation of specific actions of 
protection and enhancement of the monuments that make up the site - aims 
to create a single broad path of historical and cultural knowledge of the 
wider territory of south-eastern Sicily: this will be achieved by harmonising 
and making accessible in a single path of fruition the articulated wealth 
of knowledge related to the UNESCO heritage Sites of “the late Baroque 
towns of the Val di Noto”, of the “the roman Villa del Casale” at Piazza Ar-
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merina and, precisely, of “Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of Pantalica”.
to this end, the Steering Committees for the management of the specific 
UNESCO sites will work through a joint action of planning, implementation 
and management of all actions finalised to the conservation and promotion 
of the UNESCO sites.
the innovative aspect and the main strength of the project for the updat-
ing of the three management plans of the south-eastern UNESCO sites lies 
in the creation and dissemination of instruments suitable for enhancing 
the peculiar aspects of concerned territories, by concretely placing the 
stakeholders involved (administrations, scientific community, tourist-cul-
tural sector entrepreneurs) in the condition to implement the processes of 
economic and social growth desired and provided for in the Management 
Plans. A further strength of this project lies in its sustainability over time, 
even beyond the duration of the project action, thanks to the involvement 
of resident citizens and the new generations.

the Management Plan is implemented through specific Action Plans:
- knowledge Plan
- Protection and Conservation Plan
- Social and Cultural Enhancement Plan
- Communication and Promotion Plan.
these plans, in turn, identify well-defined goals and related actions that 
will be implemented to maintain over time the integrity and sustainable de-
velopment of the UNESCO site, the municipalities involved and the territory 
of the wide area, whose strategic areas will have an important role in the 
knowledge, use and enhancement of the UNESCO site.
the following diagrams highlight the structuring of the four plans.
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Fig. 3. Goal tree 
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the main and fundamental deliverable results are:
•	the	recovery,	conservation	and	enhancement	of	the	monumental	heritage	

constituting the UNESCO site
•	to	improve	and	guarantee	the	protection	and	decorum	of	the	territorial	

context of the site as well 
•	the	improvement	of	the	fruition	and	understanding	of	each	single	monu-

ment, in the complexity of its stratifications
•	the	creation	and	enrichment	of	an	 integrated	cultural	offer,	which	con-

nects all the monumental assets of the site among themselves and with 
other cultural resources 

•	the	improvement	of	all	aspects	of	accessibility	and	use	of	the	site
•	the	use	of	modern	technologies	to	extend	knowledge,	promotion,	conser-

vation and enhancement of the architecture and decoration of the monu-
ments of the site

•	to	increase	the	awareness	of	the	local	community	regarding	the	excep-
tionality of the cultural values of the monumental heritage of the site.

3. Action Plans

the strategic lines of each Action Plan are, as said, declined in specific 
goals and actions, exposed in the following project cards.
the activities described below, relating to the process of enhancement of 
the site, should be understood as activities that the competent administra-
tions and institutions assume as privileged and primary actions to be un-
dertaken within their institutional competences, and which should become 
strategic axes on which to focus the planning of national and European re-
sources in the related fields of cultural/naturalistic interest, also in view of 
the programming of the “2021-2027 European Structural funds”.
A possible scenario within the enhancement plan - also in relation to the 
willingness expressed in the shared process of designing this Management 
Plan - concerns the possible identification and proposal of a level ii buffer 
zone by the subjects of the wide area that intend to participate in the ter-
ritorial planning and adopt strategies that serve to underline a common 
intent of the planning activity.

47
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Table 10. Synthesis of the Action Plans

KNOWLEDGE PLAN

Actions

Expansion and coordination of site information

Creation of a tourist-economic database 

GOALS

Data enhancement and systematisation  

Increasing knowledge of the tourism 
sector

COMMUNICATION AND PROMOTION PLAN 10

Actions

- Creation of the coordinated image of the site
- Creation of an integrated digital platform
- Adaptation of the site’s knowledge instruments

 

GOALS

Promoting and expanding knowledge of 
the UNESCO site and its heritage

PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION PLAN

Actions

- Preservation of an adequate level of cultural asset protection
- Protection and requalification of the territorial context
- identification of new funding sources

Adjustment of existing plans

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENHANCEMENT PLAN

Actions

- infrastructures redesign with low environmental impact
- Accessible tourism
- Creation of a UNESCO Visitor Centre

- Pedestrian and cycle tourism paths
- former railway line “Siracusa – Val d’Anapo”
- Enhancement and use of regional Ecomuseums in the territory

- Programme of educational and informative events
- Creation of technical and specialised training courses
- Promotion of local products and handicraft sectors

GOALS

intensify site protection activities

integration with territorial and urban 
planning     

GOALS

Grant better accessibility to the site

Enhancement and integrated use 
of the territory      

Sviluppo socioculturale ed economico
 

10. Many of the actions proposed below 
must be considered transversal to all 
the UNESCO sites of south-eastern Sicily 
(Syracuse, Val di Noto, Villa del Casale), 
in an integrated system perspective. By 
means of the instruments provided by 

this project, the three sites involved will 
be able to become the founding nucleus 
of a wider aggregation of UNESCO sites 
in Sicily, which will be able to have a 
unique instrument for promotion and 
enhancement.
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 4. The Management Plan Monitoring System

the monitoring system for the UNESCO site “Syracuse and the rocky Ne-
cropolis of Pantalica” must necessarily proceed on two different levels.
the first relates to the state of conservation of the monuments that make 
up the site, and allows for the implementation of a monitoring process to 
guarantee adequate protection, conservation and enhancement over time.
the second level of monitoring concerns the state of implementation and 
progress of the projects outlined for the site for the individual action plans.
in fact, the Management Plan, as a document that can be modified over 
time in relation to the results of the actions implemented, so that it can 
lead to a real improvement in the state of the site, contains defined proce-
dures for measuring and evaluating the results obtained for each individ-
ual project proposed in the various action plans. they make it possible to 
highlight the need for corrective actions to improve non-compliant activi-
ties by recording and evaluating the objectives set and the targets actually 
achieved. this second level of monitoring and control, therefore, concerns 
a broader evaluation of all the activities described in the Management Plan 
over the medium and long term (three/five years), surveying the changes 
that affect, with different outcomes, both the monumental heritage and the 
territories concerned, following the implementation of the Plan itself, in or-
der to possibly update or modify it.
the Management Plan of the site “Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis of 
Pantalica” is, therefore, an effective and adequate instrument to guarantee 
the continuous improvement and efficiency of the management system.

5. The New Governance System

for the needs of general coordination of the site, all the actors that institu-
tionally carry out activities of protection and enhancement and that man-
age the places, sites and monuments included in the UNESCO site, have 
identified a draft Agreement, with legal value, for the construction of a body 
that represents the whole of the institutional interests on the site. With the 
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Agreement functions, tasks and financial burdens necessary for the realisa-
tion of the initiatives will be determined through a process of confrontation 
between the interested parties, which will be prepared annually through an 
“Activity Plan”.
the draft of the Memorandum of Understanding for the management of 
the site was approved by the competent institutional actors during a meet-
ing held at the headquarters of the Soprintendenza of Syracuse on 20 July 
2020.

the Steering Committee is made up of concerned institutions which, in var-
ious ways, exercise functions of management, control and enhancement 
of the UNESCO heritage and of the territory, on the basis of what has been 
established by mutual agreement, and, at its first meeting, it adopts its op-
erating regulations. the Committee aims to achieve the goals and actions 
set out in the Management Plan, approves the guidelines, verifies the ac-
tivities set out in the Plan itself and carries out promotion, communication 
and monitoring activities in collaboration with other bodies or institutions.
Within the Committee, the Parco Archeologico e paesaggistico di Siracusa, 
Eloro, Villa del tellaro e Akrai plays a primary role, which will implement 
the coordination between all the institutional subjects of the wider environ-
mental context of the UNESCO site and representatives in the Committee. 
the Parco Archeologico, in fact, represents the natural point of reference for 
the management of the site, with respect to all the concerted initiatives for 
the implementation of the Annual Plan of Activities.

the agreement for the management of the site identifies a support and 
management Operational Structure that has among its tasks the imple-
mentation of the monitoring plan, the coordination of management and 
enhancement activities related to the status of UNESCO site and the imple-
mentation of the interventions provided in the Plan itself.

for the implementation of the Monitoring Plan, the technical coordination 
of interventions and actions, in support of the Operational Structure, the 
Steering Committee identifies a working group - the technical Committee 
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- made up of highly qualified external figures and/or companies (subjects) 
with proven experience in the fields of intervention related to the activities 
planned in the Management Plan.

the structure thus identified is responsible for the implementation of the 
interventions planned in the Management Plan, with particular attention to 
extending its field of interest to the buffer zones and the wide area of the 
territories involved.
the composition and regulations of the Operational Structure and the 
technical Committee will be defined by the specific Memorandum of Un-
derstanding.

to complete the governance system for the UNESCO site, it is necessary to es-
tablish, within all the administrations involved, a special “UNESCO Office”, in 
order to have a structure that, in connection with the Operational Structure, 
acts in an integrated manner on the territory, coordinating the offices, bodies 
and institutions involved in protection and enhancement actions.
the UNESCO office may have operational functions, of technical support, 
technical control of monuments and boundary restrictions, periodic moni-
toring actions required by UNESCO.

the Steering Committee, through the Operational Structure of UNESCO site 
management, organises annually:
•	the	 “Territorial	 Stakeholders	 Conference”	 to	 guarantee	 their	 participa-

tion in the drafting of the annual/triennial Activities Plan for the UNESCO 
site, contributing with observations and indications for the sustainable 
enhancement of the territory. Among the institutional stakeholders there 
are also the referents of the municipalities falling within the buffer zones, 
which will contribute to the shared and cohesive planning of the wider 
territory of reference of the UNESCO Syracuse and the rocky Necropolis 
of Pantalica.

•	“Independent	Observatory	for	the	evaluation	of	the	site’s	activities”,	with	
the participation of technical representatives of associations, stakehold-
ers, research bodies and universities with experience in the various fields 
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of analysis and action described in the Management Plan and the Annual 
Activity Plan outlined by the Steering Committee and implemented by the 
Operating Structure

these two articulations, functional to the management of the site, will play 
an active role in the drafting of the Annual Operational Agenda in imple-
mentation of the Management Plan and monitoring activities.
the Annual report of the activities carried out and the Annual Operation-
al Agenda, prepared by the Operational and Management Structure, will 
be submitted to the Steering Committee for approval. in particular, for the 
aspects and activities relating to the health of people and the environment 
and in the actions to combat land degradation, the territorial Committees 
can provide their support through the Committees of the south-eastern 
area affected by the UNESCO sites located there, as representatives of the 
local communities.

Fig. 4.  New governance system for the UNESCO site.
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